History of original corner establishment:

Corner established in 1896 by Tillamook
County Surveyor
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Description of corner evidence found:

Found original post (4x4x18) wired to 3/4 galvanized pipe
  scribing visible "C"
  3/4" pipe was set by M. Whitmore in 1961 from which

  36" spruce brs. N27W 181.0 ft.
  face healed over - with tag

  8" fir brs. S32W 27.0 ft.
  face healed over - with tag

Set by M. Whitmore in 1961

Description of monument and accessories I established to perpetuate the
original location of this corner

Set 2"x30" iron pipe with brass cap mdk
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Set original post alongside pipe.

Put up sign on post facing north.
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